Gas induction using a liquid jet is an extensively studied phenomenon. Many studies have been published detailing various hydrodynamic and mass transport aspects of gas induction in ejectors. Conversely, multiple studies have been published detailing jet dynamics, jet break up, nozzle geometry, effects of turbulence etc. In the modelling of the jet ejector systems CFD framework is used as the flow of gas is coupled with the liquid flow and the flow parameters like volume fraction, pressure drop/profile and velocity profiles both local and average are highly interdependent. Hence, it becomes important to capture all the flow physics in the simulations in order to understand the hydrodynamics. In the previous models the effect of turbulent dispersion was not included which led to incorrect calculation of phase profile, and other related parametric values. In the present work, the turbulence effects and its impact on the jet dynamics and gas induction rate in an ejector have been studied. Capturing the correct phase as well as velocity profile is imperative for the extension of the model to mass transfer and reactions. Lastly, other hydrodynamic properties like pressure drop, phase hold up and pressure profile help better the design correlations for jet ejectors.
Introduction
Gas-liquid ejectors predominantly, are used in fast gas liquid reactions like hydrogenation, chlorination etc. First of these devises was put into practice in 1925 as a steam ejector and over the years ejectors have found use in various chemical and physical processes [1] . The driving force for gas induction is the momentum exchange between the fast moving jet of the primary fluid (usually liquid) and the surrounding secondary phase (gas/liquid). Gas induction shows a definite correlation with various geometric parameters of the ejector like the nozzle diameter, diffuser angle, mixing tube diameter and length. Due to the turbulent nature of the jet (Re > 100000), the gas and liquid mix together to form a fairly homogeneous mixture causing very high mass transfer rates in gas-liquid ejectors [2, 3, 4] .
Experimental studies have reported mixing of gas and liquid inside the mixing tube region [5, 6] . Witte [7] calls this phenomenon a 'mixing shock' and describes it as an abrupt mixing of phase resulting in a homogeneous bubbly flow along the axis of ejector. Witte further explains, this 'shock' is caused by the difference in velocities between the two phases. Due to the high shear forces acting at the gas-liquid interface the phases mix together to increase the area of contact and hence achieving a lower surface energy state by the creation of new surface.
This explanation of mixing shock is on the similar lines to Rayleigh instability where one fluid which is moving faster than the other tend to mix together near the phase interphase. However, in the case of gas-liquid ejectors the secondary fluid motion is caused by the primary fluid motion due to momentum exchange and is not forced. Umoto et al [8] describes the mixing of phases as a dispersion along the length of the jet instead of a sudden 'shock' or a disconinuity.
In the present work, the second hypothesis is explored as the as expansion of jet was experimentally observed to be gradual. Furthermore, the term 'shock' suggests a discontinuity which cannot be modelled using differential equations used in the CFD framework.
At a low jet velocity, completely stratified flow was reported by Ben Brahim et al [9] and Bin [10] . As the velocity was increased the flow regime transitions from stratified to dispersed flow. This transition may be due to the change in the regime of flow from laminar to turbulent due to which there is an increase in the expansion of the jet as well as break up of jet.
This phenomenon was studied by Kitamura and Takahashi [11] and it was found that the turbulence, breakup of jet and jet expansion are correlated. As the turbulence in the free falling jet increases, the motion of eddies along with the surface tension forces at the gas-liquid interface increase surface imperfections. This leads to chipping of jet and formation of a region around the jet where the primary and surrounding fluids mix with each other. After a point the jet continuity breaks and air and water flow as a mixture. The jet turbulence at the point of formation of the free falling jet depends upon geometry of the nozzle, For example a jet created using a long cylindrical tube will have different expansion coefficient and breakup length as compared to a jet created using a converging nozzle. Hence, from the above stated experimental observations of Bin and Kitamura and Takahashi [10, 11] , it can be concluded that turbulence effects play a very important role in the jet hydrodynamics.
Shinijo and Umemura [16] performed Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) using VOF (volume of fluid) formulation on a downward flowing jet and plotted the surface of the jet. The simulations were performed on a very small jet diameter over a limited length. Similar attempt was made to simulate jet breakup using LES methodology by Xiao et al. [17] Experiments show that the jet surface after leaving the nozzle becomes unstable and starts the chip away leading to primary breakup of the jet. However, the region of the jet simulated by the above described models is very limited, as the LES and DNS simulations are computationally expensive. The requirement of computational resources for the simulation of an entire ejector geometry is very large if one were to capture the effects of such anisotropic turbulence. Hence, in order to get meaningful results turbulent effects must incorporated using a turbulence model. Many such studies have been described in the published literature and are discussed below.
Kandakure et al. [12] and Kim et al. [13] developed CFD methodologies capable of predicting gas induction in down flow and horizontal gas-liquid ejectors respectively. Both these methodologies use the two-phase Mixture model [14] approach in which the volumetric drag source is modelled as the resulting slip velocity attained as the two fluids are assumed to be at equilibrium. A single momentum equation model was selected because the jet and the surrounding air move together and coaxially along the axis of the ejector. Secondly, to avoid resolution of the complex interaction between the jet surface and surrounding air a general slip velocity formulation was used. As the motive of the aforementioned works was the calculation of gas induction in jet ejectors the described methodology was successful. While Kandakure et al. used percentage slip as a fitting parameter and Kim et al. used drag force formulation using bubble diameter as a fitting parameter. However, the phase profile predicted was completely stratified with no mixing whatsoever, the change in diameter of the jet is less than 5 %, which is not consistent with the e xperimental observations. Sharma et al. [20] used single phase model to simulate gas induction. This model used a fitting parameter to correlate the secondary liquid phase induction to the gas induction found experimentally. The main finding was that the gas and liquid induction exhibit the same trend which only depends on the geometry of the ejector. The second finding was that the size of the nozzle has the strongest impact on the gas induction. The paper further shows that the fitting parameter or the measure of gas liquid interaction is strongly influenced by the ratio of the diameter of nozzle to the throat of the ejector. This strengthens the claim that the jet dynamics plays an important role in the overall performance of the ejector.
Umoto et al. [8] and Yadav [15] developed a different approach using Euler-Euler framework. Instead of slip velocity the momentum exchange was modelled using drag law formulation. The data presented by Yadav [15] shows that by adjusting the bubble diameter as a parameter, the simulated gas induction can be fitted to experimental values. Whereas, results
presented by Umoto et al. [8] use the same Euler -Euler framework do show phase mixing.
However, there is absolutely no description of any specific model changes, boundary condition, model constants etc. These simulations were done using Star CCD commercial CFD software.
In the present work, it is hypothesized that the mixing and breakup of the jet is caused due to turbulence and can be captured by representing this appropriately in the model. The EE modelling approach is further explored as it is relatively less expensive computationally. The objective of the work is to develop a methodology using the current CFD framework that not only predict the gas induction rate in a gas-liquid ejector but also predict the proper flow development inside the ejector. Since, no data is available on the phase profile or the velocity profile of gas and liquid inside the jet ejector there is no way for validating the model. However, a quantitative discussion on the flow profile is possible. This framework may be helpful in the development of mass transfer models between gas and liquid phases and may lead to further development of detailed models that may incorporate anisotropic turbulence modelling that may consider effects of regional turbulence.
Mathematical Model
The two fluid Euler-Euler framework for solving multiphase flow was adopted in which the secondary phase dispersed within the continuous/primary phase. The dispersed phase is treated like a continuum as both the phases in the EE approach are assumed to be inter- The volume averaged governing equations for mass (continuity) and momentum and described in Equations (1) and (2) . Equation (1) and (2) (1) and (2) were averaged to formulate equations (3) and (4) . For the sake of brevity, the averaging procedure and the related laws for averaging are kept out of the discussion of this paper. One may find the details of the RANS in the Ranade [18, 24] and Ranade and Van den Akker [25] .
The RANS equation pertaining to the solution are given in Equations (3) and (4). These equations represent the two fluid, 2-dimensional modelling approach which is relevant to the system under study. In Equation (3) and (4) 
To solve the RANS equations closure models are required for modelling the Reynolds stresses. The Reynolds stresses appearing in the derived RANS Equation (4) were modelled like viscous stresses by employing Boussinesq hypothesis, with the coefficient of turbulent momentum transfer called turbulent viscosity. In the Boussinesq hypothesis the overall motion caused by the fluctuating anisotropic behaviour of the eddy motion is modelled using an isotropic diffusion term as shown in Equation (5) . Approximations derived by Johansen [19, 24, 25] as seen in Equation (6), were used to further simplify the RANS equations for momentum transfer (Equation (4)). Furthermore, third or higher order terms like ' ,
Multiple closure models are available for modelling µt appearing in Equation (5), these models are discussed in the later part of this section. One RANS term, as shown in equation . This is an extension of the Boussinesq hypothesis where phenomenon such as surface chipping and eddy motion caused by turbulence is modelled as effective diffusion.
The interfacial exchange terms play a very important role in a gas ejector as a falling water jet causes the surrounding air to flow along with it. In other words the air flow is caused by the momentum/energy transferred across the interface. The interface momentum exchange, denoted by k F in Equation (2) & (4), between the two phases depends upon velocity difference between the phases (slip velocity) as shown in the generic interface force Equation (8) . There are three major kinds of interface exchange forces namely drag, lift and virtual mass forces.
Considering that fluid dynamics of ejectors is dictated by liquid phase momentum which is to say that the gas is basically induced into the liquid jet and flow co-axially. Under such conditions the virtual mass force and lift force terms were not significant compared to the drag force and were therefore neglected in the present work [12, 15] . The drag force is exerted at the interface of any two phases and is considered in the model. The generic expression of the volumetric drag force in the i th direction can be seen in Equation (8), this formulation inherently satisfies the force balance between the phases.
In the formulation of drag force the drag coefficient CD is used which may change according to the shape of the bubble/drop of the dispersed phase. The choice of the suitable model for simulation of drag depends primarily upon flow physics, hold up, size and shape of the bubble. Chanson [21] and Witte [7] state that the flow in an ejector is highly dispersed and almost homogeneous. Chanson further suggests that the jet near the nozzle contains air bubbles as small as 10 μm. Furthermore, Witte calls the dispersion in the mixing tube region as a very fine dispersion of air bubbles in water. Hence, from these experimental observation it may be concluded that the bubbles present in the jet as well as the mixture are small in diameter. Small bubbles may be modelled as hard spheres. While the bubble diameter will be different at various regions of the ejector the model uses single bubble diameter to calculate the overall drag force between the two phases. Given these postulations Schiller-Naumann [12, 13, 15] drag coefficient, described in Equation (10), was used to model the interfacial forces between the two phases as this model is suited for highly turbulent flow with fine dispersion of bubbles.
Hence, now there are two input parameters in the model first being bubble diameter and second being the turbulent Schmidt number. The impact of both these parameters is analysed in the next section.
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To solve the RANS equations closure models are necessary order to solve the system of equations. Two equation Standard k-ɛ (Ske) model was used to model the turbulent viscosity that appeared as a closure model parameter in Equations (5) and (7). Ske model was solved for the gas-liquid mixture and properties like density and mixture velocity were calculated using volume averaging of density and momentum. The standard equations for mixture standard k-ɛ model are provided below. The selection of Ske is predicated upon multiple factors firsts of which is the fact that all the major phenomena/forces are acting in the bulk of the flow and not at the boundary where other turbulent models like k-ω / k-ω SST excel. As there is no swirl/vortex flow in the ejector, hence, the use of RSM models is not necessary. Among the k-ε models, one of the major documented drawbacks of the Ske model is the over prediction of turbulent viscosity at (Re < 10,000) lower Reynolds numbers. However, in the current situation the Reynolds number is very high (Re > 100,000). Considering the complexity of turbulent two phase flows in gas-liquid ejectors considered in this work and lack of experimental data to critically evaluate performance of turbulence models, we have used relatively simple and robust Ske model to perform simulations of the jet ejector system. [22, 23, 
The ejector geometry detailing the dimensions shown in Figure 1 was modelled using axi-symmetric approximation and the gas inlet was modelled as a slit of equivalent area. The primary nozzle diameter is 8mm (DN) Table 1 lists the boundary conditions and the values used to simulate the geometry described in Figure 1 . Table 2 lists the closure models used for the solution.
The boundary conditions for k and ε were specified by specifying the turbulent intensity and hydraulic diameter. The value of turbulent intensity was kept at 5 % which corresponds to a medium bounded turbulent flow intensity. It was found that an increase in the turbulent intensity at the inlet increases the overall jet dispersion and shortens the jet breakup length.
Which is expected as increase in the turbulent intensity directly results in higher turbulent viscosity which in turn increases the dispersion coefficient as shown in Equations (16)- (18).
However, the turbulent intensity at the inlet for the ejector domain is a result of flow up-steam, from the pump to the nozzle, and is dependent upon the pipe geometry connecting the pump to the nozzle like number of bends, discharge coefficients of various valves, inline flow meters etc. Hence the boundary condition will be unique for each system and, to make a generalized model, the role of turbulence generated before the nozzle was reduced to a minimum and the turbulent Schmidt number was adjusted to simulated the total / overall effect of the turbulence.
The second order upwind discretization scheme was used for momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent energy dissipation rate while QUICK scheme was used for volume fraction. Phase coupled SIMPLE scheme was used for the pressure-velocity coupling. A relaxation factor of 0.3 and 0.05 was used for the pressure and momentum respectively, while a factor of 0.1 was used for turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent energy dissipation rate and volume fraction. Far greater dispersion and higher gas induction was seen in the solution calculated using the first order upwind discretization schemes. This is due to the fact that numerical diffusion is higher in first order schemes as compared to the second order schemes.
The solution was initialized by taking the ejector geometry completely filled with stagnant secondary fluid/air. The solution was iterated until convergence was achieved. The first criterion for convergence is the gas flow rate from the secondary inlet becomes constant and the second is that the residuals for each equation was well below 10 −5 .
To minimize numerical error grid independence studies were performed using two structured quad grid of size 1x (~100000) and 2x (~200000) respectively. The image of the overall 1x grid and blown up sections for nozzle and throat can be seen in Figure 2 . Simulations were performed using each grid and it was found that the maximum percent difference between 1x and 2x grid size was less than 2%. As this error is much less than the error of experimental measurement (~20-25%) 1x grid was selected for all the further studies. The maximum aspect ratio of the 2D mesh was approximately 2.5 while the minimum orthogonal quality of the mesh was greater than 0.9. These mesh parameters are acceptable according to general and Ansys Fluent guidelines. As discussed in section 1 gas induction and phase mixing is a bulk phenomenon, while the flow is bounded and the constriction at the mixing chamber does play an important flow. There is no phenomenon that is occurring specifically at the wall in this system. Hence, standard wall function [22] is apt for simulating the walls of the ejector. The y+ value in the nozzle section was found to be between 60 and 90 while at the mixing tube wall was found to be around 30 [18] . As Ske model is used to simulate the turbulence the y+ values at these important boundaries are acceptable. All simulations were performed using the commercially available CFD software FLUENT 16.0. show a completely stratified flow within the ejector. This model implementation is taken from Yadav [15] . While mixture model was used by Kandakure [12] and Kim et al. [13] the volume fraction contour plots look the same as that of Yadav [15] . The flow was completely stratified and there is absolutely no mixing of the phases. The behaviour of gas and liquid is such that the liquid acts as a downward moving wall and the momentum is transferred to the surrounding gas due to the momentum exchange terms causing the gas to flow. The change in gas induction is solely caused by the interfacial momentum exchange term (drag force; discussed in section 2) which in turn depends upon the bubble diameter. The water phase remains segregated and does not mix in radial direction. The drag force, as seen in Equation (8), acts in a direction which is parallel to the axis and has no significant component in the radial direction. Hence, the solution shown in the first contour plot of Figure 3 is consistent with the model formulation.
Results and discussion
This suggests that there must be a missing piece in the description of flow physics and which must be incorporated in order to get a mixed velocity as well as phase profiles in the ejector. The formation of the jet cone is shown in the velocity contour plot in Figure 4 . It is to be noted that the jet expands rapidly in the initial phase and keeps on expanding till the end of mixing tube. However, there is no expansion in the velocity and phase profile of the water in the diffuser section. This is primarily observed because the turbulent kinetic energy generated in the liquid nozzle has been dissipated along the length of ejector and is not high enough to cause further expansion. The water velocity profile calculated without the turbulent dispersion model shows no jet cone flows down as there is no momentum drive in the radial direction.
Radial motion is observed when the turbulent dissipation force is implemented, the jet expands outwardly in the radial direction. It should be noted that as the diameter of the jet increased about 20 % in the initial stages, as seen in Figure 7 and 8. Yet, there is almost no change in the velocity. This may be attributed to the fact that the surrounding gas is flowing as one with the jet. In other words, the surrounding gas has been induced into the jet and has become a part of the jet itself. Hence, the very nature of the gas induction is captured in after implementing the turbulent dispersion model. Similar phenomenon is seen in the mixing tube section of the ejector where the liquid velocity profiles are similar near the axis of the ejector while having very different phase profiles. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the overall momentum of the gas liquid mixture is governed solely by the addition of momentum at the liquid nozzle as seen in Figure 7 . Since, a jet ejector is considered as a closed system, there is no source of momentum or energy except for the liquid nozzle. This liquid phase momentum is used to pull the surrounding gas into a coaxial flow and to compensate for the losses at the wall boundaries. Hence, at equal gas induction values the overall velocity of the mixture phase is expected to be similar even when the phase profiles are significantly different. is not implemented the pressure changes across the ejector are less -0.2 kPag. Whereas, with the turbulent dispersion model the lowest pressure goes down to less than -2 kPag. As seen in Figure 5 , when the overall dispersion coefficient is increased the lowest pressure goes down up to a certain limit. As seen in Figure 3 when turbulence dispersion model is not implemented the gas flow resembles the flow over a moving wall. This flow passes through the mixing tube and as the density of a gas is approximately one thousandth of the liquid negligible pressure drop is seen in the mixing tube. As the turbulent dispersion model is implemented the waterair mixture jet takes up a lot of volume in the mixing chamber and resulting in change in the flow profile and increase in the pressure drop in the tube. However, after a certain value of σ when the phase profile develops so as both the phases disperse through the mixing tube radially the minimum pressure in the tube does not drop any further. Furthermore, the change in the rest of the profile depends upon the dispersion at the entry point of the mixing tube, at higher dispersion there may be a bump in the pressure corresponding to the pressure drop of the tube. This is akin to the "bump" described by Witte as a discontinuity, it may be argued that this increase in pressure is caused in order to overcome the pressure drop in the mixing tube.
Furthermore, this bump is not seen in the simulations without turbulent dispersion force, hence it may be stated that the bump in pressure is a result of jet dispersion and the flow of two phase jet into a constriction. It may also be said that at lower σ the gas induced in the jet envelope is higher but also the pressure drop in the venturi section is higher which compensates for the increased gas induction.
As shown in Equation (7) the dispersion source term or the dispersion of jet has an inverse relation with the turbulent Schmidt (σ). Which is to say the lower is the value of σ the higher is the dispersion observed in the jet. This can be seen in Figure 6 where the volume fraction contours for water are shown for 3 different values of σ. It is evident that as σ decreases the jet breakup length, the length at which gas penetrates to the axis of the jet, decreases and there is more mixing and greater jet diameter along the axis of the ejector. This dispersion of the jet diameter can be seen in Figure 7 where the radial profiles of the jet are shown at various distance from the nozzle outlet. As can be seen from the figure, the jet overall diameter increases as the turbulent Schmidt number is lowered. It is to be noted that if the turbulent dispersion force is not implemented the water phase has no tendency to disperse or diffuse into the surrounding air. Furthermore, similar turbulent dispersion affects can be seen in the Figure   8 where the difference in the phase profiles are further pronounced inside the mixing tube where, as experimentally observed the phase mixing is completed.
The impact of mixing coefficient is very significant on not only the gas induction but also the phase and velocity profiles of flow within the ejector. As the turbulent Schmidt number σk is decrease the overall dispersion coefficient increases and there is an increase in the jet envelope and the mixing of the jet gets more pronounced. At the same time the increase in the jet envelope causes more gas to flow with the liquid resulting in higher gas induction as shown in Figure 9 . The jet diameter in the mixing tube also increases with the decrease in turbulent Schmidt number. The jet diameter is equivalent to the mixing tube diameter at the end of mixing tube at σk = 0.3. As it is observed experimentally that till the end of mixing tube the overall mix jet's diameter is equal to mixing tube diameter. Hence, 0.3 is the value selected for further simulations.
This model described by Yadav was used to fit gas induction in jet ejectors. The simulated gas induction results were compared to experimental values [5] as shown in Figure   10 . As seen in the figure the gas induction agrees with the experimental values at the 0.0015 m or 1.5 mm gas bubble diameter. This observation is very much in line with the drag formulation shown in Equation (9) . Drag force is the momentum exchange term between the phases and it decreases with the increase in bubble diameter. As drag is the only source of momentum transfer between water or the primary fluid and air the secondary fluid any decrease in this term will decrease the gas velocity in the jet envelope and hence decrease in gas induction. However, it should be noted that the difference between the calculated gas induction at 0.8 and 1.5 mm bubble diameters is within 10%. Which is to say that the sensitivity of gas induction with respect to bubble diameter is not very high and since the model predictions are within 10%
lower than experimental accuracy of 25 % any value of bubble diameter might give an acceptable value. This is a vast improvement from the previous work using mixture model and a percentage based slip formulation using which the results varied drastically [12] .
The relationship of bubble diameter of the gas induction is an inverse one. When bubble diameter is increased the interphase drag force decrease increasing the slip velocity between the phases. The second relationship seen in Figure 9 is that as the turbulent Schmidt number decreases, increase the turbulent dispersion, and further increasing the jet envelop, an increase in gas induction was observed in the simulations. In Figure 11 , like the observation in Figure   10 , gas induction decreases with the increase in the bubble diameter. However, the fitted value of gas induction with turbulent dispersion is lower than the fitted value without. This can be attributed to the fact that the pressure drop in the mixing tube is higher in the case of turbulent dispersion as seen in Figure 5 . This counter balance puts a cap on gas induction resulting the values we see in Figure 11 . Further analysis suggests that the sensitivity of gas induction on bubble diameter is not very high. The value of gas induction varies around 15% when bubble diameter is varied from 0.01 mm to 1 mm while there is no impact on the phase profile. It should be noted that while using the revised model the value of bubble diameter at which the simulated gas induction fits the experimental gas induction is roughly (1/40) times the diameter of the mixing tube which is a better estimate as compared to previous results where the value was approximately (1/10). While gas induction will rise as the expanding jet cone and which is compensated higher pressure drop in the mixing tube. Also the figure shows that decreasing the bubble diameter beyond 0.2 mm there is no significant change in the gas induction.
Conclusions
The present work attempts to understand the phase profile in a gas-liquid ejector and asserts that the experimental evidence of phase dispersion or jet breaking is because of the turbulence of the jet. It was found that solving the turbulent dispersion does cause the phase profile in an ejector to be more dispersed and any simulation without this force will have a near perfect stratified flow. The diameter of jet and the overall dispersion was found to be dependent upon the inverse of the turbulent Schmidt number. The jet dispersion was found to be independent of bubble diameter of the secondary phase. As expected gas induction decreased with the increase in the bubble diameter of gas. However, gas induction was not found to be very sensitive w.r.t. bubble diameter as the change in gas induction was only 10-15% over a 100 fold increase in the bubble diameter. In addition to the phase profile of the primary and the dispersed phase, it was seen that the minimum pressure in the venturi tube, gas induction and the momentum imparted by the liquid nozzle or the power of the nozzle are intricately connected. The study indicated that the minimum pressure in the mixing tube decreased with the increase in effective turbulent dispersion keeping the overall velocity relatively same.
The corrected phase profiles are useful in the development of mass transfer CFD models. As seen in the results section a completely stratified flow solution might not capture the overall and the local effects impacting the mass transfer. On the other hand the turbulence dispersion model predicts the phenomenon of phase mixing correctly with realistic bubble diameter values. Hence, it can be concluded that turbulence dispersion is the root cause of the phase dispersion and can be modelled using RANS framework diffusion terms using a coefficient consisting of turbulent viscosity and a constant. The bubble diameter and the coefficient plays an important role in both the phase profile as well as the gas induction in a gas ejector. Finally, it can be said that the dispersion model at the very least qualitatively predicts the basic flow patterns in an ejector and can be extended to mass transfer / reactor level models.
Future Work
The mathematical model developed in this paper may be further utilized for understanding the dynamics of the jet and the nature of gas -liquid interaction in an ejector. In the future work the authors would like to suggest 3 things. First, experimental data on the system, specific to anemometric velocity measurements and measurement of bubble diameter using imagery or other relevant techniques. Secondly, through experiments an in-depth understanding the anisotropic behaviour of the two-phase jet. Specifically, a detailed analysis of how the mixing tube impacts the gas -liquid interaction in the bulk of the two phsae jet and how the turbulent behaviour changes due to the presence of the throat/obstruction/mixing tube in the path of the jet. Finally, the modification of the current framework to incorporate the experimental findings using relevant source terms and modifications of the dispersion coefficients.
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